SECURITY REVIEW ON BANKING
TIPS FOR BANK CUSTOMERS
Diverting attention outside the Banks
When the customers come out from the bank and while keeping the cash bag inside the
car or scooter, some strangers approach them and divert their attention in following ways.
 Throw small currency on the road / by throwing small currency on the floor and ask
you whether those notes belong to you.
 Alert the customers by making signs that their vehicle tyres are deflated.
 Enquiring about the addresses of some banks or other information.
 Spill some sticky material with offensive smell on customers to divert his attention
and steal the cash bag.
 Some youth posing like policemen try to ‘help’ you by keeping your cash and
valuables safely with them as there is a murder nearby. When you go home and open
the bag you will find your valuables missing.
 Some follow you till with hope you will stop in the midway for tea or shopping, there
they will steal your money.
Safety outside the Bank
 After keeping the cash bag inside the car or any other vehicle, you shouldn’t listen to
the words of any stranger.
 Think before you decide to pick the small currency on the road, the stranger could
have spilled it to divert your attention to steel you money.
 Don’t alight from your vehicle immediately after you are told about the problem in
the car tyre puncher or etc.
 If your attention is drawn by a stranger, you should come out from car along with
cash bag.
 Whenever you withdraw huge amount from bank better take somebody with you.
Safety while transporting huge cash in vehicles
 Thieves always observe the cash transport vehicles follow them.
 Whenever the employee enters into the bank, the thieves approach the vehicle and
divert the attention of driver by putting small currency on the road and divert the
attention of security guard by asking some addresses and steal the cash.
 One mustn’t go for small currency
 Security guard must be very vigilant and don’t give any scope for negligence.
 Whenever the employee enters into the bank from vehicle he should lock the vehicle
doors from outside.
 Some attack with crude weapons or toy guns and loot the cash.

